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Abstract: A Data Grid connects a collection of geographically distributed computational
and storage resources that enables users to share data and other resources. Data replication,
a technique much discussed by Data Grid researchers in recent years creates multiple copies
of file and places them in various locations to shorten file access times. In this paper, a
dynamic data replication strategy, called Modified Dynamic Hierarchical Replication
(MDHR) is proposed. This strategy is an enhanced version of Dynamic Hierarchical
Replication (DHR). However, replication should be used wisely because the storage
capacity of each Grid site is limited. Thus, it is important to design an effective strategy for
the replication replacement task. MDHR replaces replicas based on the last time the replica
was requested, number of access, and size of replica. It selects the best replica location
from among the many replicas based on response time that can be determined by
considering the data transfer time, the storage access latency, the replica requests that
waiting in the storage queue, the distance between nodes and CPU process capability.
Simulation results utilizing the OptorSim show MDHR achieves better performance overall
than other strategies in terms of job execution time, effective network usage and storage
usage.
Keywords: Access Pattern, Data Grid, Data Replication, Simulation.

1 Introduction1
Millions of files will be generated from scientific
applications and researchers around the world need
access to the large data [1-6]. It is difficult and
inefficient to store such huge amounts of data using a
centralized storage. Grid technology is the best solution
to this kind of problem. The main objective of the Grid
Project is to provide sharing of computing and storage
resources by users located in different part of the world.
Grid can be divided as two parts, Computational Grid
and Data Grid. Computational Grids are used for
computationally intensive applications that require
small amounts of data. But, Data Grids deals with the
applications that require studying and analyzing massive
data sets [7-10]. Replication technique is one of the
major factors affecting the performance of Data Grids
by replicating data in geographically distributed data
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stores. There are three key issues in all the data
replication algorithms as follows:
• Replica selection: process of selecting replica
among other copies that are spread across the
Grid.
• Replica placement: process of selecting a Grid
site to place the replica.
• Replica management: the process of creating or
deleting replicas in Data Grid.
Meanwhile, even though the memory and storage
size of new computers are ever increasing, they are still
not keeping up with the request of storing large number
of data. The major challenge is a decision problem i.e.
how many replicas should be created and where replicas
should be stored. Hence methods needed to create
replicas that increase availability without using
unnecessary storage and bandwidth. In this work a
novel dynamic data replication strategy, called Modified
Dynamic Hierarchical Replication (MDHR) algorithm
is proposed. This strategy is an enhanced version of
Dynamic Hierarchical Replication strategy. According
to the previous works, although DHR makes some
improvements in some metrics of performance like
mean job time, it shows some deficiencies. Replica
selection and replica replacement strategies in DHR
strategy are not very efficient. But MDHR algorithm
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deletes files in two steps when free space is not enough
for the new replica: First, it deletes those files with
minimum time for transferring (i.e. only files that are
exist in local LAN and local region). Second, if space is
still insufficient then it uses three important factors into
replacement decision: the last time the replica was
requested, number of access, and file size of replica.
The number of requests and the last time the replica was
requested define an indication of the probability of
requesting the replica again. It also improves access
latency by selecting the best replica when various sites
hold replicas. The proposed replica selection selects the
best replica location from among the many replicas
based on response time that can be determined by
considering the data transfer time, the storage access
latency, the replica requests that waiting in the storage
queue, the distance between nodes and CPU process
capability. The proposed algorithm is implemented by
using a Data Grid simulator, OptorSim developed by
European Data Grid project. The simulation results
show that our proposed algorithm has better
performance in comparison with other algorithms in
terms of job execution time, effective network usage
and storage resource usage.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents some examples motivating Data Grid use. In
section 3 the classification of data replication strategies
is briefly explained. Section 4 explains some advantages
of data replication strategies. Section 5 gives an
overview of pervious work on data replication in Data
Grid. Section 6 presents the novel data replication
strategy. We show and analyze the simulation results in
section 7. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper and
suggests some directions for future work.
2 Motivation
Nowadays large volume data are generated in many
fields like scientific experiments and engineering
applications. The distributed analysis of these amount
data and their dissemination among researchers located
over a wide geographical area needs important
techniques such as Data Grid.
For example, the high-energy physics experiment
requires a lot of analyses on huge amounts of data sets.
CERN is the world’s largest particle physics center [11].
The LHC (Large Hadron Collider) at CERN will start to
work in 2007. The volume of data sets produced by the
LHC is about 10 PB a year. CERN has used the Grid
technique to solve this challenging huge data storage
and computing problem.
Climate models are important to find climate
changes and they are improved after today’s models are
completely analyzed [12]. Climate models require large
computing capability and there are only a few sites
world-wide that are appropriate for executing these
models. Climate scientists are distributed all over the
world and they test the model data. Now, model
analysis is done by transferring the data of interest from
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the computer modeling site to the climate scientist’s
organization for different post-simulation analysis tasks.
The effective data distribution method is necessary to
the climate science when the data volume is large.
The Biomedical application field [13] wants to use
the Grid to help the archiving of biological objects and
medical
images
in
distributed
databases,
communications between hospitals and medical
organization and to present distributed access to the
data. Hence, data movement is essential. The Earth
observation application area investigates the nature of
the planet’s surface and atmosphere. One application of
Grid technique is for the analyzing and validation of
ozone profiles. The processed data sets is scattered to
other places worldwide. Use cases for Earth observation
science applications are explained in more detail in Ref.
[14].
The Human Genome Project [15] produces detailed
genetic and physical maps of the human genome. The
project requires advanced means of making novel
scientific information widely available to researchers so
that the results may be used for the public good. Data
Grid project is funded by the European Union [16]. A
Data Grid consists of a group of geographically
distributed computational and storage resources placed
in various locations, and enables users to share data and
other resources [17-20].
3 Classification of Data Replication Strategies
Generally, replication algorithms are either static or
dynamic as shown in Fig. 1. In static approaches the
created replica will exist in the same place till user
deletes it manually or its duration is expired. The
disadvantages of the static replication strategies are that
they cannot adapt to changes in user behavior and they
are not appropriate for huge amount of data and large
number of users. Of course static replication methods
have some advantages like: they do not have the
overhead of dynamic algorithms and job scheduling is
done quickly [21, 22]. On the other hand, dynamic
strategies create and delete replicas according to the
changes in Grid environments, i.e. users’ file access
pattern [23-27]. As Data Grids are dynamic
environments and the requirements of users are variable
during the time, dynamic replication is more appropriate
for these systems [28]. But many transfers of huge
amount of data that are a consequence of dynamic
algorithm can lead to a strain on the network’s
resources. So, inessential replication should be avoided.
A dynamic replication scheme may be implemented
either in a centralized or in a distributed approach.
These methods also have some drawbacks such as; the
overload of central decision center further grows if the
nodes in a Data Grid enter and leave frequently. In case
of the decentralized manner, further synchronization is
involved making the task hard.
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Fig. 1 Types of
o replication scchemes.

4 Advantages of Data Replication
R
Sttrategies
Availabillity: All the replication
r
sttrategies wantt to
improve avaailability. Wheen a fail happpen in any site, a
system can resort to repplicated data that is storedd at
other site. In this manner the
t availabilityy increases.
Reliability
ty: The more the
t number off replicas morre is
the probabiility that usser’s request will be done
d
completely, and
a hence a syystem is moree reliable.
Scalabilitty: This is a key
k parameteer which mustt be
provided by a replicationn strategy. Scalability is more
m
dependent onn architecturee model seleccted for the Data
D
Grid than repplication strateegy.
Adaptabiility: The naature of thee Grid is very
v
changeable and
a users cann enter and quuit a Grid at any
time. The daata replicationn strategy must be adaptivee to
the informattion of the Grid
G
environm
ment in orderr to
provide betteer results.
Performaance: One waay to speed up
u access in data
d
Grid systemss is to store reeplicas at multtiple locationss, so
a user can acccess the data from the nearrest site.
W
5 Related Works
Foster annd Ranganathan [28], propposed six distiinct
replica strateegies: No Replica, Best Client,
C
Cascadding
Replication, Plain Cachinng, Caching plus Cascadding
Replica and Fast Spread) for multi-tier Data Grid. They
also introducced three typess of localities,, namely:
• Tem
mporal localityy: The files accessed
a
recenntly
are much possiible to be requested aggain
shorrtly.
• Geoographical loocality: The files accesssed
receently by a client are probably
p
to be
requuested by adjaacent clients, too.
t
• Spaatial locality: The related files to recenntly
acceessed file are likely to be requested in the
nearr future.
These strategies evaaluated with different data
d
patterns: firsst, access patttern with no locality. Secoond,
data access with
w a small degree
d
of tempporal locality and
finally data access
a
with a small degree of temporal and
geographicall locality. The
T
results of simulatiions
indicate thatt different acccess pattern needs differrent
replica strateegies. Cascadiing and Fast Spread
S
perform
med
the best in thhe simulations. Also, the authors
a
combined
different scheduling and reeplication straategies.
Rahman et
e al. [29] prooposed an algoorithm for replica
selection byy using a sim
mple techniquue called thee kNearest Neigghbor (KNN)). The KNN rule chooses the

besst replica forr a file by ussing previouss file transferr
log
gs. They also suggested a ppredictive waay to estimatee
thee transfer tim
me between sites and decreased
d
thee
preediction errorr as reported by using Neu
ural Networkk
tecchniques. Accoordingly, one site can requeest the replicaa
fro
om a site which has minimuum transfer tim
me.
In [30] the authors preesented a datta replicationn
straategy that haas a provable theoretical performancee
guaarantee and can
c be implem
mented in a diistributed andd
praactical manneer. They also proposed a distributedd
cacching strategyy, which cann be easily adopted
a
in a
disstributed systeem such as Daata Grids. Thee key point off
theeir distributedd strategy is thhat when therre are severall
rep
plicas, each Grid
G site keepss track of its closest
c
replicaa
sitee. This cann dramaticallly enhance Data Gridd
perrformance beecause transfeerring large-ssized files iss
tim
me and bandw
width consum
ming [31]. Th
he results off
sim
mulation demoonstrated that the distributeed replicationn
alg
gorithm signifficantly outpeerforms a pop
pular existingg
rep
plication strateegy under variious network parameters.
Tang et al. [332] presented Simple Botto
om-Up (SBU))
and
d Aggregate Bottom-Up
B
(A
ABU) strategiees to improvee
thee average data access respponse time fo
or a multi-tierr
datta grid. The main
m
idea of thhe two strateg
gies is to storee
a replica
r
to noddes close to its requesting clients whenn
thee file’s accesss rate is higher than a pre-definedd
thrreshold. SBU uses the file access histtory for eachh
nod
de, but ABU aggregates thhe file access history for a
sysstem. With ABU, a noode transmitss aggregatedd
hisstorical accesss records to itss top tiers, and
d the top tierss
do the same unntil these reccords reach the
t root. Thee
ressults show thaat ABU improoves job respo
onse time andd
ban
ndwidth consumption bettter than tho
ose of SBU
U
beccause its aggreegation capabbility.
Andronikou et al. [33] proposed
d a set off
interoperable neew data repliication strateg
gies that takee
into account the infrastructuraal constraints as well as thee
‘im
mportance’ off the data. The presenteed system iss
scaalable and the strategies cann be easily im
mplemented onn
a Grid environnment to proovide fast ex
xecution. Thee
pro
oposed QoS--aware dynaamic replicattion strategyy
dettermines the number of replicas requirred based onn
datta request, content importaance and requ
uested QoS. Itt
alsso places off the new rreplicas with
hin the Gridd
env
vironment acccording to thhe network baandwidth andd
thee overhead that the replicaation techniqu
ue presents. Itt
can
n handle thee dynamicity of the Grid
d system byy
inccreasing or deecreasing the set of data replicas
r
basedd
on the number and
a the geograaphy of the daata demands.
Lee et al. [344] presented aan adaptive daata replicationn
straategy for a star-topologyy Data Grid
d, called thee
Pop
pular File Replicate
R
Firrst algorithm
m (PFRF). Itt
perriodically com
mputes file acccess popularitty to track thee
chaanges of userrs’ access behhaviors, and th
hen replicatess
pop
pular files too suitable cluusters/sites to adapt to thee
varriation. They considered several types of
o file accesss
beh
haviors, incluuding Zipf-likke, geometric, and uniform
m
disstributions, to evaluate PFR
RF. The simu
ulation resultss
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F can reducce average job
demonstrate that PFRF
width consum
mption.
turnaround tiime and bandw
Saadat ett al. [35] preesented a new
w dynamic data
d
replication strategy whichh is called Prre-fetching baased
Dynamic Daata Replicatioon Algorithm
m in Data Grrids
(PDDRA). PDDRA
P
prediccts future requuires of Grid sites
s
and pre-repliicates them beefore needs arre requested. This
T
prediction is done based on
o the past fiile access histtory
of the Grid sites.
s
So whenn a Grid site requests a set of
files, it will get them loocally. The siimulation results
show that this
t
strategy improves inn terms of job
execution tim
me, effectivee network ussage, numberr of
replications, hit ratio and percentage
p
of storage filledd.
Taheri et al. [36] proposed a new Bee
B Colony baased
optimization strategy, callled Job Data Scheduling
S
ussing
Bee Colony (JDS-BC). JD
DS-BC has tw
wo collaboratting
operations to efficienntly scheduule jobs onto
o
computationaal elements and replicatte data sets on
storage elem
ments in a system so that the two
t
independent,, and in manyy cases confliicting, objectiives
(i.e., makesppan and transfeer time of all datafiles)
d
of such
heterogeneouus systems are concurreently decreassed.
Three tailor-m
made test Griids varying froom small to laarge
are applied to evaluate thee performancee of JDS-BC and
compare it with
w
other strrategies. Resuults showed that
t
JDS-BC’s superiority under diffeerent operatting
scenarios. JD
DS-BC also presented
p
a balanced decission
making behaavior, where it
i occasionallly relaxes onee of
its objectivess (e.g., transffer time) to obtain
o
more frrom
optimizing thhe other one (e.g., makespaan).
Mansourii and Dastgghaibyfard [337] presentedd a
Dynamic Hierarchical Reeplication (DH
HR) strategy that
t
store replicaa in suitable sites
s
where thhe particular file
has been acccessed most, instead
i
of storring file in many
m
sites. It also decreases acccess latency by selecting the
best replica when differrent sites holld replicas. The
T
proposed repplica selectioon strategy chooses
c
the best
b
replica locaation for thhe users’ ruunning jobs by
considering the replica requests thatt waiting in the
storage and data transfer time. The siimulation results
show, it has less job execuution time in comparison with
w
other strateggies especially when the Grid sites have
h
comparativelly small storagge size.
Park et al.
a [38] preseented a Banddwidth Hierarrchy
based Replication (BHR
R) which deccreases the data
d
access time by maximizinng network-leevel locality and
avoiding nettwork congesstions. They divided
d
the sites
s
into several regions,
r
wherre network banndwidth betw
ween
the regions is lower thaan the bandw
width within the
regions. So if the requireed file is plaaced in the saame
region, its feetching time will
w be less. BHR
B
strategy has
two deficienncies, first it terminates, if replica exxists
within the reegion and secoond replicatedd files are plaaced
in all the reqquested sites not
n the approppriate sites. BHR
B
strategy has good perform
mance only when
w
the capacity
of storage ellement is smaall. Modified BHR [39] iss an
extension off BHR [38] sttrategy whichh replicates a file
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thaat has been acccessed most and it may allso be used inn
neaar future.
A replicatioon algorithm for a 3-lev
vel hierarchyy
stru
ucture and a scheduling aalgorithm aree proposed inn
[40
0]. They conssidered a hierrarchical netw
work structuree
thaat has three leevels. In their replica seleection methodd
am
mong the canddidate replicass they selected
d the one thatt
hass the highesst bandwidthh to the reequested file..
Sim
milarly, it usees the same ttechnique for file deletion..
Th
his leads to a better
b
perform
mance compariing with LRU
U
(Leeast Recently Used) methodd. For efficien
nt scheduling,,
theeir algorithm selects the bbest region, LAN
L
and sitee
resspectively. Beest region (LA
AN, site) is a region
r
(LAN,,
sitee) with most of
o the requesteed files.
6 Proposed Dyynamic Repliication Algorrithm
In this sectioon, first netw
work structuree is describedd
and
d then the DH
HR and MDHR
R algorithms are
a presented.
6.1 Network
k Structure
The Grid toppology of sim
mulated platforrm is given inn
Fig
g. 2. The hieerarchical nettwork structu
ure has threee
lev
vels. First leevel are Reggions that arre connectedd
thrrough internett i.e. have low
w bandwidth. Second levell
com
mprises LAN
N’s (local arrea network) within eachh
reg
gion that has moderately
m
higgher bandwid
dth comparingg
to the first leveel. Finally thee third level are
a the nodess
(sittes) within each the LAN
N’s, that are connected too
eacch other with a high bandw
width.
6.2
6 Dynamic Hierarchicall Replication Algorithm
w
we propposed DHR allgorithm [37]..
In previous work,
DH
HR strategy first checks replica feasiibility. If thee
req
quested file siize is greater tthan SE (Storrage Element))
sizze, file will be accessed remotely. Itt among thee
can
ndidate repliccas selects thee one that haas the highestt
ban
ndwidth to thee requester noode and has leaast number off
req
quests. It also places replicaas in best sites i.e. best sitee
thaat has the highhest number oof access for that
t
particularr
rep
plica.

Fig
g. 2 Grid topoloogy in the simullation.
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g
or equaal to
If the avaailable space inn best SE is greater
requested fille size, it repplicates the fiile. If not, soome
files should be deleted. It deletes those
t
files with
w
minimum tim
me for transfe
ferring (i.e. onnly files that are
exist in locall LAN and loccal region).
6.3 Modiified Dynamicc Hierarchicaal Replication
n
Alggorithm
MDHR algorithm
a
has been describeed in three paarts:
1. Replica Seelection: Wheen different siites have repliicas
of file, there is a significannt benefit reallized by selectting
the best repliica. Replica selection deciddes which replica
location is thhe best for thhe Grid users. Four importtant
factors are ussed to choose a best replicaa:
• Storrage access laatency
The storaage media speeed and size of
o requests quueue
have a key role in the aveerage responsee time. T1 cann be
calculated byy the following equation:

T1 =

F
FileSize ( MB )

(1)

StorageeSpeed ( MB / Sec )

StorageSp
Speed shows the
t storage media
m
speed and
FileSize reprresents size off file.
• Waiiting time in thhe storage queeue
Each storrage media has some requuests at the saame
time and thee storage can perform
p
only one request at
a a
time. So, onee has to wait for
f all the preevious requestts in
the storage queue.
q
T2 cann be defined by
b the follow
wing
equation:

T2 =

n

∑T
i =0

i

(2)

where n is nuumber of requuests waiting in
i the queue.
• Disttance betweenn nodes
D(x,y) reppresents netw
work distance between nodees x
and y. Compputed using thhe number of hops
h
with a trrace
route comm
mand. To reduce the cost, distaance
information can
c be stored when a replicca is checked for
the first timee.
• CPU
U process cappability
CPU proccess capabilityy is defined byy equation

C = F × U CPPU

verry simple. In future workk, we plan to use Taguchii
tecchnique for deetermining weights.
The goal of replica managger (RM) in each
e
site is too
red
duce file transsfer time for each job. RM
M for locatingg
unaavailable reqquested files of each job controls thee
exiistence of the file in local L
LAN. If the file
f duplicatedd
in the same LAN
N, then it willl create a listt of candidatee
rep
plicas and seleects a replica w
with the minim
mum F. If thee
filee doesn’t exxist in the ssame LAN, then MDHR
R
seaarches within the local region. If the file duplicated inn
thee same regionn, then it willl create a list of candidatee
rep
plicas and seelects a replicca with the minimum F..
Oth
herwise it gennerates a list oof replicas thatt are availablee
in other regions, and from thhis list it seleccts the replicaa
thaat has minimum
m F.
2. Replica placement:
p
W
When a requested replica iss
nott available in the
t local storaage, replicatio
on should takee
plaace. Accordinng to the teemporal and geographicall
loccality the repllica is placed in the best siite (BSE). Too
sellect the BSE, DHR
D
creates a sorted list (by number off
rep
plica access) of
o all SE’s thaat requested that
t
particularr
filee in the regionn. Now the reeplica will be placed in thee
firsst storage element (SE) off the above so
orted list, i.e..
BS
SE. If more than
t
one SE is candidatee one can bee
sellected random
mly. Therefore, replica is not placed in alll
thee requested sittes. Hence, stoorage cost as well as meann
job
b execution tim
me can decreaase.
Assume MD
DHR wants to find the best site forr
sto
oring replica R.
R Now list1 shhows the sorteed list createdd
forr replica R, thhen MDHR sselects site S7
7 from LAN33
beccause S7 has the highest number of reequests for R
wh
hich is shown in Fig. 3.
3. Replica Management:
M
If enough storage
s
spacee
exiists in the BSE,
B
the seelected file is
i replicated..
Oth
herwise if thee file is availaable in the loccal LAN, thenn
thee file is accesssed remotely. Now, if enou
ugh space forr
rep
plication doess not exist aand requested
d file is nott
avaailable in the same LAN, oone or more fiiles should bee
delleted using thee following ruules:
• Generaate a LRU sorrted list of rep
plicas that aree
both avvailable in the site as welll as the locall
LAN. Now
N
start delleting files fro
om the abovee
list till space is availaable for replicca.

(3)

where F is thhe CPU frequeency, UCPU is CPU usage.

T = T1 + T2

(4)

F ( x, y ) = w1 × T + w2 × D( x, y ) + w3 × C

(5)

This funcction can be taailored, because it is definedd as
a weighted combination off the three forrmer metrics.
The proper weights (w1, w2, w3) havve been obtained
empirically. We exam
mined differeent weights in
equations and selecteed the best values.T
The
interrelationsships betweenn the above paarameters are not

Fig
g. 3 Replica placement strategyy.
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•

If space is stiill insufficiennt, then reppeat
prevvious step forr each LAN in
i current reggion
randdomly. In otther words, generate
g
a LRU
L
sortted list of repllicas that are both availablee in
the site as well ass the local region.
g
of repliicas
• If sppace is still innsufficient, a group
(thaat contains onee or more repplicas) need too be
deleeted. In this step using LRU
L
may deelete
som
me valuable files that may noot be available in
locaal region andd may be neeeded in futuure.
Theerefore, such deletions
d
willl result in a high
h
costt of transfer. In this stepp three valuaable
factors (the last tiime the replicca was requested,
num
mber of accesss, and file size of replica) will
w
be considered
c
insstead of LRU
U. The numberr of
acceess and the last time the
t
replica was
w
requuested definne an indiication of the
probbability of requesting
r
thee replica again.
Obvviously, it is more
m
importannt to replace files
f
withh large size, because it can reduce the
num
mber of repliica replacemeent. The replica
valuue (RV) is calcculated by equuation
1
(6)
RV = w1 × S + w2 × NA + w3 ×
CT − LA
where the vaalue of w1, w2 and w3 can bee assigned by the
users, S is fiile size, NA iss the number of access to the
replica, CT is the current time
t
and LA is
i the last requuest
time of repllica. The repplica with leaast value of RV
would be replaced withh the new reeplica. Figuree 4
describes DH
HRS strategy.

•

•

•
•

Parameeter configurration file: The basicc
simulattion parameters are set in the
t parameterr
configuuration file suuch as total nu
umber of jobss
to be ruun, delays bettween each job
b submission,,
maximuum queue sizee, the choice of replicationn
strategiies, access pattterns for the job,
j
etc.
Grid coonfiguration file: contains the networkk
topologgy, i.e., the linnks between grid
g sites, thee
availabble network bbandwidth between sites,,
and nuumber of CEs and SEs, as well as theirr
sizes.
Job coonfiguration ffile: describess informationn
about simulated
s
jobss, the files neeeded by eachh
job, thee probability eeach job runs, etc.
Bandwidth configurration file: specifies thee
backgroound networkk traffic.

ments
7 Experim
In this section,
s
simullation tool, simulation
s
inpput,
configurationn, experimennt results andd discussion are
described resspectively.
7.1 Simulation Tool
OptorSim
m was developped to simulatte the structuree of
a real Dataa Grid for evvaluating varrious replicattion
strategies, ass shown in Figg. 5 [41, 42].T
The OptorSim has
several parts:
mputing
Ellement
(CE
E):
represeents
• Com
com
mputational ressource in Dataa Grid.
• Storrage Element (SE): represeents data resouurce
in Data
D Grid.
• Resource Broker (RB): gets thhe user’s job and
allocates each joob to proper site
s based on the
seleected schedulinng policy.
• Repplica Managerr (RM): at eaach site contrrols
dataa transferring and provides a mechanism
m for
acceessing the Repplica Catalog.
• Repplica Optim
mizer (RO): within RM
R
impplements the reeplication algoorithm.
7.2 Simu
ulation Inputt
The OpptorSim tool works bassed on several
configurationn files.
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Fig
g. 4 MDHR algoorithm.
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Table 1 Bandwidtth configurationn.
Parameterr
Inter LAN bandwidth
b
(levvel 3)
Intra LAN bandwidth
b
(levvel 2)
Intra Regioon bandwidth (leevel 1)

Valuee (Mbps)
1000
100
10

Table 2 General job configuratioon.

Fig. 5 OptorSiim architecture.

Parameterr
Number off jobs
Number off jobs types
Number off file access perr jobs
Size of sinngle file (GB)
Job delay (ms)
(

Valu
ue
2000
6
16
2
2500

Table 2 speccifies the simuulation parameeters and theirr
o study. To simplify the requirements,,
vallues used in our
wee assumed thatt the data is reead-only.

Fig. 6 Variouss file access pattterns.

f
As mentiioned above, jobs requires to access files
during execuution. The orrder in whichh those files are
requested is determined by the access pattern. Four
F
a as follow: Sequential (ffiles
important acccess patterns are
are selected in the order stated
s
in the job configurattion
file), random
m (files aree accessed using
u
a randdom
distribution),, random walkk unitary (filees are selectedd in
one directionn away from the previous file request and
the directionn will be random) andd random walk
w
Gaussian (filles are requestted in a Gausssian distributioon).
These file acccess patterns are shown in Fig. 6.
7.3 Con
nfiguration
There arre three regioons in our coonfiguration and
each region has an averrage two LA
ANs. Initially all
master files are distributted to CERN
N. A master file
consists of thhe original fille and cannott be deleted. The
T
topology of our
o simulated platform inclludes 10 CEs and
11 SEs. Thee storage capaacity of the master
m
site is 300
3
GB and the storage
s
capacity of all otheer sites is 40 GB.
G
Bandwidth inn each level iss given in Tabble 1. There arre 6
job types, annd each job typpe on averagee requires 16 files
f
(each is 2 GB
B) for executioon.

7.4 Simulation Results
We evaluatedd the perform
mance of MDH
HR and the sixx
straategies in fouur types of acccess patternss: Sequential,,
Raandom Accesss, Random W
Walk Unitary
y Access andd
Raandom Walkk Gaussian Access. Six
x replicationn
alg
gorithms have been used forr evaluation, namely:
n
FU) strategyy
• In Leaast Frequentlly Used (LF
always replication taakes place in the
t site wheree
the jobb is executingg. If there iss not enoughh
space for
f the new reeplica, the old
dest file in thee
storagee element is deeleted.
• In Leasst Recently Used (LRU) strrategy alwayss
replicattion takes placce in the site where
w
the jobb
is execcuting. If therre is not enou
ugh space forr
new replica, least acccessed file in
i the storagee
elemennt is deleted.
• Bandwidth Hierarchyy based Repliication (BHR))
stores the replicas in a site thaat has a highh
bandwiidth and repllicates those files that aree
likely too be requestedd soon within the region.
• The Modified
M
BHR
R algorithm replicates
r
thee
files wiithin the regioon in a site where
w
file hass
the highhest access.
• 3-Level Hierarchiccal Algorith
hm (3LHA))
consideers a hierarchhical network structure thatt
has thrree levels. Bandwidth is an importantt
factor for
f replica seleection and delletion.
• Dynam
mic Hierarchiical Replicattion strategyy
(DHR) places repliccas in approprriate sites i.e..
best sitte that has thee highest num
mber of accesss
for thaat particular rreplica. It alsso minimizess
access latency by seelecting the beest replica byy
consideering the repliica requests th
hat waiting inn
the storrage and data transfer time.
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Fig. 7 Mean job execution time for various replication
algorithms.

The comparison result is shown in Fig. 7. The
experiment results show that MDHR has the lowest
value of mean job execution time in all the experiments
and all of file access patterns. Obviously, the No
Replication strategy has the worst performance as all the
files requested by jobs have to be transferred from
CERN. In this simulation LRU and LFU have almost
the same execution time. BHR algorithm improves data
access time by avoiding network congestions. The
3LHA performs better than BHR because it considers
the differences between intra-LAN and inter-LAN
communication. DHR mean job execution time is faster
than Modified BHR. MDHR strategy has the best
performance since it will not delete those file that have a
high transferring time. One of the important parameters
that reduce the Grid site’s job execution time is having
their needed files locally stored on their storage
element. It replicates files wisely and does not delete
valuable files which results in preserving the valuable
replicas. As in Random access patterns comprising
Random, Unitary random walk and Gaussian random
walk, a certain set of files is more likely to be requested
by Grid sites, so a large percentage of requested files
have been replicated before. Therefore, MDHR strategy
and also all the other strategies have more improvement
for random file access patterns.
Figure 8 displays the mean job time based on
changing number of jobs for seven algorithms. It is clear
that as the job number increases, MDHR is able to
process the jobs in the lowest mean time in comparison
with other methods. It is similar to a real Grid
environment where a lot of jobs should be executed.
Data replication takes time and consumes network
bandwidth. However, performing no replication has
been demonstrated to be ineffective compared to even
the simplest replication strategy. So, a good balance
must be discovered, where any replication is in the
interest of reducing future network traffic. Effective
Network Usage (ENU) is used to estimate the efficiency
the network resource usage. ENU (Eenu) is given from
[43]:
N + N fa
(8)
Eenu = rfa
N lfa
where Nrfa is the number of access times that CE reads a
file from a remote site, Nfa is the total number of file
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replication operation, and Nlfa is the number of times
that CE reads a file locally.
The effective network usage ranges from 0 to 1. A
lower value represents that the network bandwidth is
used more efficiently. Figure 9 shows the comparison of
the Effective Network Usage of the seven replication
strategies for the sequential access pattern. The ENU of
MDHR is lower about 58% compared to the LRU
strategy. The main reason is that Grid sites will have
their needed files present at the time of need, hence the
total number of replications will decrease and total
number of local accesses increase. The MDHR is
optimized to minimize the bandwidth consumption and
thus decrease the network traffic.
Figure 10 shows the mean job time of replication
algorithms for varying inter region bandwidth. When we
set narrow bandwidth on the inter-region link, our
strategy outperforms other strategy considerably.

Fig. 8 Mean job time based on varying number of jobs.

Fig. 9 Effective network usage with sequential access pattern
generator.

Fig. 10 Mean job time with varying bandwidth.
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8 Conclusion
Data replication is a key method used to improve the
performance of data access in distributed systems. In
this paper, we propose a novel data replication
algorithm for a three level hierarchical structure with
limited storage space to improve system performance.
MDHR replaces replicas based on the last time the
replica was requested, number of access, and file size of
replica. Therefore, sites will have their required files
locally at the time of need and this will decrease
response time, access latency, bandwidth consumption
and increase system performance considerably. It also
improves access latency by selecting the best replica
when various sites hold replicas. The proposed replica
selection selects the best replica location from among
the many replicas based on response time that can be
determined by considering the data transfer time, the
storage access latency, the replica requests that waiting
in the storage queue, the distance between nodes and
CPU process capability. To evaluate the efficiency of
our policy, we used the Grid simulator OptorSim that is
configured to represent a real world Data Grid test bed.
We compared MDHR to seven of existing algorithms,
No replication, LRU, LFU, BHR, Modified BHR,
3LHA and MDHR for different file access patterns. The
evaluation shows that MDHR outperforms the other
algorithms and improves Mean Job Time and Effective
Network Usage under all of the access patterns,
especially under the different random file access
patterns. Also, we concluded that MDHR can be
effectively utilized when hierarchy of bandwidth
appears apparently.
In the future, we plan to test our simulation results
on real Data Grid. We also try to investigate dynamic
replica maintenance issues such as replica consistency.
In the longer-term, we would like to consider the set of
QoS factors taken into account for dynamic replication,
including both service provider and client-related
requirements.
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